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About This  Book 

Aboard, about, above. along, among, around…. 

Whether  sing them, recite them, chant them, rap them, or write them…prepositions are
important. 

I learned them in chant-like form when I was in school. However, I never knew WHY I needed to 
learn them. 

—in a way that focuses on the WHY, that is, 

AND with the fun story line of the beloved Beauty and the Beast characters. 

Our kids (and we!) need to learn prepositions for a few important reasons: 

They are the 

bones of the sentence…since the sentence’s main subject and main verb are not usually found in 
prepositional phrases, This concept is imperative for subject-verb agreement solutions.

Prepositional phrases are good to use as openers—especially lengthy ones—as they vary sentence
structure and rhythm.

I’m all about songs, jingles, rhymes, recitation, and mnemonics for learning parts of speech (and really 
anything). 

(My books are full of them---FANBOYS  for coordinating conjunctions; Be, a Helper, Link Verbs song; 
Preposition Check Sentences; Subordinate Clause Opener rhyme; and much more!) 

However, when prepositions are learned in songs or recitations, the real reasons for prepositions are 
overlooked. (Not to mention that they learn about thirty of the over two hundred prepositions….not 
enough memorized preps to adequately recognize them in sentences and use them for sentence 
openers!) 

That is, 

Enter this  Preposition Practice! I use . I use even use —
 AND a  (and practice

them). 



Students can use either the black and white or the colored ones (a large  and  
beloved characters from ). 

Consider how much faster it will be for your kids to learn prepositions with these learning tools: 

aboard -   the .

about -  the .

above -  the .

across -  the .

across from -   the .

behind the  -  the .

below the  -  the .

beneath the  -  the .

beside the  -  the .

But all of the methods within this  Preposition Practice have one thing in common: 
—

This 90+ page downloadable book has seventeen lessons (with student assignments) introducing 
prepositions in a systematic order: 



This book also has a jam-packed Appendix section: 

 Colored and Black and White  Pictures to Use for
Student’s Preposition Practice  

Think Fast Quiz Preposition Practice for Beginning and Intermediate Students  

Think Fast Quiz Preposition Practice for  

Preposition Category Cards

Appendix E:

F Complete Preposition Lists in Categories and in Total (over ten pages of preposition lists!)

When you use this packet, your student will learn prepositions by the boatload—but they will also 
learn them for their purpose—and have fun as they do! 

Tips for Using This Product

 



Suggestions for Use: 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Note: If you like the  Preposition Practice, you will love the complete Think Fast Grammar 
Quiz and Answer Key  

 
--and my darling new 

preposition product for elementary kids with hands-on, sticking-on-lady-bugs, called Bugs on a Log.
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2                          Christmas: Preposition Practice



You probably know that prepositions are important words!

Prepositions show position!

A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing.

One way that you can learn prepositions is to “show position!”

<> 1a. Get out one of your Christmas characters (a “Preposition Practice Pal” PPP*) and the clouds
             and practice prepositions with them, saying the position of the character to the clouds as follows:

RRudolph flew*...

Lesson 1: Introducing the Preposition Practice Pal (PPP) 3

Lesson 1: Introducing the Preposition Practice Pal (PPP)

Help Box for 1b.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to):
1. aboard 2. about 3. above 4. across
5. across from 6. after 7. against 8. ahead
9. alongside 10. alongside of 11. along 12. amid

13. amidst 14.among 15. amongst 16. around
17. aside 18. astride 19. at
21. before 22. behind 23. below
25. beside 26. beside of 27. between
29. beyond 30. by 31. in
33. into 34. off 35. off of
37.on top of 38. opposite 39. out of
41. outside of 42. over 43. under

20. atop
24. beneath
28. betwixt (old English word) 
32. inside
36. on
40. outside
44. unto

1. aabove the clouds 
4. aaround the clouds 
7. bbehind the clouds

2. aagainst the clouds 
5. aatop the clouds  
8. bby the clouds

3. aalong the clouds 
6. bbefore the clouds 
9. ddown the clouds

12. iinto the clouds
15. oon the clouds
18. ppast the clouds
21. tthroughout the clouds 
24. ttowards the clouds 
27. uup the clouds

10. iin the clouds   
13. nnear the clouds 
16. oonto the clouds 
19. 'rround the clouds 
22. tto the clouds  
25. uunder the clouds 
28. uupon the clouds

11. iinside the clouds     
14. ooff the clouds
17. ooutside the clouds  
20. tthrough the clouds  
23. ttoward the clouds   
26. uunderneath the clouds 
29. wwithin the clouds



*Your  PPP can be any Christmas character that flies in clouds:

Santa

Gabriel  
Angel

Any other name for your toy and an action word that he or she might do
in the clouds.

<<> 1b. Fill in the blanks with as many prepositions as you can think of using the following 
             phrase:

Rudolph* flew _______________________ the clouds.

*Or use a different character and verb.

4 Lesson 1: Introducing the Preposition Practice Pal (PPP)

Lesson 1 Student Worksheet

1. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

3. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

5. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

7. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

9. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

2. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

4. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

6. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

8. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

10. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

11. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.  12. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

14. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.13. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.   

15. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

16. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.    17. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

19. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.18. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.    

20. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

•
•  
•  

•  
•  

• Rudolph  
• Other Reindeer

 Buddy•



You probably know that prepositions are important words!

A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing. 

One way that you can learn prepositions is to “show position!”

<>2a.  Get out one of your Christmas characters (a “Preposition Practice Pal” PPP*) and the clouds 
            and practice prepositions with them, saying the position of the character to the clouds as follows:

Lesson 2: Introducing “A” Prepositions 5

Lesson 2: Introducing “A” Prepositions

Reindeer flew**…

Help Box for 2d.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to):

1. aboard 2. about 3. above 4. across
5. across from 6. after 7. against 8. ahead
9. alongside 10. alongside of 11. along 12. amid

13. amidst 14. among 15. amongst 16. around
17. aside 18. astride 19. at 20. atop

1. aabove the clouds
4. aarround the clouds
7. bbeehind the clouds

2. aagainst the clouds
5. aattop the clouds
8. bbyy the clouds

3. aalong the clouds
6. bbefore the clouds
9. ddoown the clouds

10. iin the clouds
13. nnear the clouds
16. oonnto the clouds
19.9 rround the clouds
22. ttoo the clouds
25. uunder the clouds
28. uuppon the clouds

11. iinside the clouds
14. ooff the clouds
17. ooutside the clouds
20. tthhrough the clouds
23. ttoward the clouds
26. uunnderneath the clouds
29. wwithin the clouds

12. iinto the clouds
15. oonn the clouds
18. ppaast the clouds
21. tthroughout the clouds
24. ttowards the clouds
27. uup the clouds



<<> 2b. Fill in the blanks with as many prepositions as you can think of using the following 
             phrase:

Rudolph* flew _______________________ the clouds.

*Or use a different character and verb.
All

6   Lesson 2: Introducing "A" Prepositions

Lesson 2 Student Worksheet

1. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

3. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

5. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

7. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

9. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

2. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

4. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

6. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

8. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

10. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

11. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.  12. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

13. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

15. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

14. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

16. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

17. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 18. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

19. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 20. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

Your  PPP can be any Christmas character that flies in clouds:

Rudolph           • Santa   
Other Reindeer           •  Angel 
Gabriel                                        Buddy
Any other name for your toy and an action word that he or she might do 
in the clouds.

*

•
•
•

•

•



For example, did you know that there are many as fifty prepositions that begin with the letter A alone?*

<> 2c. Get out your Preposition Practice Pal (PPP) and the clouds and see how many of the A prepositions     
              below will fit into the following sentence:

 RRudolph flew* _____________________ the clouds.

*Or use a different character and verb

Lesson 2: Introducing “A” Prepositions 7

22. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

24. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

21. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

23. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

25. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

1. aabboard the clouds 
4. aaccross the clouds 
7. aaggainst the clouds

2. aabout the clouds
5. aacross from the clouds 
8. aahhead of the clouds

3. aabbove the clouds   
6. aafter the clouds
9. aalongside the clouds

12. aammid the clouds  
15. aamongst the clouds 
18. aastride the clouds

10. aalongside of the clouds 
13. aamidst the clouds    
16. aaround the clouds    
19. aat the clouds

11. aalong with the clouds 
14. aamong the clouds 
17. aaside the clouds   
20. aatop the clouds

<> 2d. Cover up any preposition list and write as many A prepositions as you can think of.

1. _____________________ 2. _____________________ 3. _____________________ 

4. _____________________ 5. _____________________   6. _____________________

7. _____________________ 8. _____________________ 9. _____________________ 

10. _____________________ 11. _____________________ 12. _____________________ 

13. _____________________ 14. _____________________ 15. _____________________ 

16. _____________________ 17. _____________________ 18. _____________________ 

19. _____________________ 20. _____________________ 21. _____________________ 

22. _____________________ 23. _____________________ 24. _____________________ 

25. _____________________ 26. _____________________ 27. _____________________ 

28. _____________________ 29. _____________________  30. _____________________



Prepositions show position!

A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing.

One way that you can learn prepositions is to “show position!”

You have already practiced prepositions with a Christmas character--a “Preposition Practice  
Pal” (PPP)*-- and the clouds:

Lesson 3: Practicing “A” Prepositions and Introducing “B” Prepositions8

Lesson 3: Practicing “A” Prepositions and Introducing “B” Prepositions

1. aabove the clouds
4. aarround the clouds
7. bbeehind the clouds

Rudolph flew*...

2. aagainst the clouds
5. aattop the clouds
8. bbyy the clouds

3. aalong the clouds
6. bbefore the clouds
9. ddoown the clouds

10. iin the clouds
13. nnear the clouds
16. oonnto the clouds
19.9 rround the clouds
22. tto the clouds
25. uunder the clouds
28. uuppon the clouds

11. iinside the clouds
14. ooff the clouds
17. ooutside the clouds
20. tthhrough the clouds
23. ttoward the clouds
26. uunderneath the clouds
29. wwithin the clouds

12. iinto the clouds
15. oonn the clouds
18. ppaast the clouds
21. tthroughout the clouds
24. ttowards the clouds
27. uup the clouds

Help Box for 3b.

Some of the prepositions that you may have 
listed include (but are not limited to):

1. aboard
4. across
7. against

10. alongside of 11. along
14. among

16. around
13. amidst

19. at

2. about
5. across from   6. after

9. alongside

3. above

8. ahead
12. amid
15. amongst

17. aside 18. astride

Help Box for 3d.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but 
are not limited to):

1. aboard 2. about 3. above 4. across
5. across from   6. after 7. against 8. ahead
9. alongside 10. alongside of 11. along 12. amid

13. amidst 14. among 15. amongst 16. around
17. aside 18. astride 19. at 20. atop
21. before 22. behind 23. below 24. beneath
25. beside beside of 27. between

by
26.
30.

28. betwixt
         (old English word)29. beyond



RRudolph* flew _______________________ the clouds.

*Or use a different character and verb

9Lesson 3: Practicing "A" Prepositions and Introducing "B" Prepositions

Lesson 3 Student Worksheet

Another way to learn prepositions is to memorize ones that start with the same letter.

For example, did you know that there are as many as fifty prepositions that begin with the  
letter A alone?

<<>> 3a. Get out your Preposition Practice Pal (PPP) and the clouds and see how many of the
             A prepositions below will fit into the following sentence: 

1. aaboard  the clouds
4. aaccross the clouds
7. aaggainst the clouds

2. aabout the clouds
5. aacross from the clouds
8. aahhead of the clouds

3. aabbove the clouds
6. aafter the clouds
9. aalongside the clouds

12. aammid the clouds
15. aamongst the clouds
18. aastride the clouds

10. aalongside of the clouds
13. aamidst the clouds
16. aaround the clouds
19. aat the clouds

11. aalong with the clouds
14. aamong the clouds
17. aaside the clouds
20. aatop the clouds

Your  PPP can be any Christmas character that flies in clouds:

 
Any other name for your toy and an action word that he or she might do  
in the clouds.

*

•
•
•

<> 3b. Cover up the prepositions list and write as many A prepositions as you can think of.

1. _____________________ 2. _____________________ 3. _____________________

4. _____________________ 5. _____________________ 6. _____________________

7. _____________________ 8. _____________________ 9. _____________________

10. _____________________ 11. _____________________ 12. _____________________

13. _____________________ 14. _____________________ 15. _____________________

16. _____________________ 17. _____________________ 18. _____________________

19. _____________________ 20. _____________________ 21. _____________________

22. _____________________ 23. _____________________ 24. _____________________

• Rudolph    •  Santa 
Other reindeer               Angel•   
Gabriel                           Buddy      •
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Rudolph flew _____________________ the clouds.

Rudolph flew**…

Of course, you can also learn prepositions that begin with the letter B with your “Preposition Practice  
Pal”!

<> 3c. Get out your Christmas character--a "Preposition Practice Pal" (PPP)*--and the  
             clouds and see how many of the B prepositions below will fit into the following sentence:

<> 3d. Cover up the preposition list and fill in the blanks provided with A Prepositions and B prepositions.

All

1. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

3. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

5. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

7. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

9. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

2. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

4. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

6. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

8. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

10. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

11. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

13. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

15. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

12. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

14. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

16. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

17. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 18. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

19. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 20. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

1. bbeefore the clouds
4. bbeeneath the clouds
7. bbetween the clouds

2. bbeehind the clouds
5. bbeeside the clouds
8. bbeetwixt the clouds (old English word)

3. bbeelow the clouds
6. bbeside the clouds
9. bbeyond the clouds

10. bby the clouds

21. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

23. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

25. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

22. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

24. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.



Prepositions show position!

A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing.

One way that you can learn prepositions is to “show position!”

You have already practice prepositions with a Christmas character--a “Preposition Practice 
Pal"  (PPP)*-- and the clouds:

  Rudolph flew**…

Lesson 4: Initial “Vowel” Prepositions and “B” Prepositions 11

Lesson 4: Initial “Vowel” Prepositions and “B” Prepositions

1. aabove the clouds
4. aarround the clouds
7. bbeehind the clouds

2. aagainst the clouds
5. aattop the clouds
8. bbyy the clouds

3. aalong the clouds
6. bbefore the clouds
9. ddoown the clouds

10. iin the clouds
13. nnear the clouds
16. oonnto the clouds
19.9 rround the clouds
22. ttoo the clouds
25. uunder the clouds
28. uuppon the clouds

11. iinside the clouds
14. ooff the clouds
17. ooutside the clouds
20. tthrough the clouds
23. ttoward the clouds
26. uunnderneath the clouds
29. wwithin the clouds

12. iinto the clouds
15. oonn the clouds
18. ppaast the clouds
21. tthroughout the clouds
24. ttowards the clouds
27. uup the clouds

Another way to learn prepositions is to memorize ones that start with the same letter. 

For example, did you know that there are many as fifty prepositions that begin with the letter A alone?*

<> 4a.  Get out your Preposition Practice Pal (PPP) and the clouds and see how
many of the A prepositions below will fit into the following sentence:  

Rudolph flew* _____________________ the clouds.

*Or use a different character  and verb.

1. aaboard  the clouds
4. aaccross the clouds
7. aaggainst the clouds

10. aalongside of the clouds
13. aamidst the clouds
16. aarround the clouds
19. aatt the clouds

2. aabout the clouds
5. aaccross from the clouds
8. aahhead of the clouds

11. aallong with the clouds
14. aammong the clouds
17. aaside the clouds
20. aatop the clouds

3. aabove the clouds
6. aaffter the clouds
9. aallongside the clouds

12. aamid the clouds
15. aamongst the clouds
18. aastride the clouds
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Help Box for 4b.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to):

1. aboard 2. about 3. above 4. across
5. across from 6. after 7. against 8. ahead
9. alongside 10. alongside of 11. along 12. amid

13. amidst 14. among 15. amongs 16. around
17. aside 18. astride 19. at

Help Box for 4d & 4 f.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to)

1. aaboard 2. aabout 3. aabove 4. aacross
5. aacross from 6. aafter 7. aagainst 8. aahead
9. aalongside 10. aalongside of 11. aalong 12. aamid

13. aamidst 14. aamong 15. aamongst 16. aaround
17. aaside 18. aastride 19. aat 20. aatop

22. bbehind 23. bbelow 24. bbeneath
26. bbeside of 27. bbetween

21. bbefore
25. bbeside
28. bbetwixt (old English word) 29. bbeyond 30. bby

32. inside 33. inside of 34. into
36. off of 37. on 38. on top of
40. out of 41. outside 42. outside of
44. under 45. unto

31. in
35. off
39. opposite
43. over

* 4d. AK is bold-fonted A's and B's.
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*Different handbooks show between thirty and sixty A prepositions!

<> 4b. Cover up the preposition list and write as many A prepositions as you can think of.

Lesson 4 Student Worksheet

1. _____________________ 2. _____________________ 3. _____________________

4. _____________________ 5. _____________________ 6. _____________________

7. _____________________ 8. _____________________ 9. _____________________

10. _____________________ 11. _____________________ 12. _____________________

13. _____________________ 14. _____________________ 15. _____________________

16. _____________________ 17. _____________________ 18. _____________________

19. _____________________ 20. _____________________ 21. _____________________

22. _____________________ 23. _____________________ 24. _____________________

Your  PPP can be any Christmas character that flies in clouds:

Rudolph         • Santa
Other reindeer   • Angel
Gabriel                                             Buddy
Any other name for your toy and an action word that he or she might do  
in the clouds.

*

•

•
•

Of course, you can also learn prepositions that begin with the letter B with your “Preposition Practice Pal”!

<> 4c. Get out your--a “Preposition Practice Pal” (PPP)*--and the clouds and see how many of the B

Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

Rudolph flew …

1. bbefore the clouds
4. bbeeneath the clouds
7. bbetween the clouds

10. bbyy the clouds

2. bbeehind the clouds
5. bbeeside the clouds
8. bbetwixt the clouds (old English word)

3. bbelow the clouds
6. bbeeside the clouds
9. bbeeyond the clouds

•

•



<> 4d. Cover up the preposition list and fill in the blanks provided with A prepositions and B prepositions.

14 Lesson 4: Initial “Vowel” Prepositions and “B” Prepositions

1. Rudolph flew  ___________________ the clouds. 

3.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

5.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

7.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

9.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

11.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

13.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

15.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

17.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

19.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

21.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

23.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

25.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

2.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

4.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

6.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.     

8.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

10.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

12.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

14.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

16.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

18.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

20.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

22.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

24.  Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

Besides dozens of A prepositions and a dozen or so B prepositions, there are also many prepositions that  
begin with the other vowels (besides A).

<> 4e. Practice the prepositions below with your PPP and the castle.

 Rudolph flew…

2. iinside the clouds  
5. oofff the clouds
8. oonn top of the clouds

11. ooutside the clouds 
14. uunnder the clouds

1. iin the clouds 
4. iinto the clouds 
7. oonn the clouds

3. iinnside of the clouds 
6. ooff of the clouds    
9. oopposite the clouds

10. oout of the clouds 
13. oovver the clouds

12. ooutside of the clouds 
15. uunnto the clouds



<> 4f. Cover up the preposition list and fill in the blanks provided with prepositions
that begin with the following: B, A, I, O, or U.

15Lesson 4: Initial “Vowel” Prepositions and “B” Prepositions

1. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds. 

3. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds. 

5. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds. 

7. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds. 

9. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds. 

11. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

13. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

15. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

17. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

19. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

21. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

23. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

25. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

2. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds. 

4. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds. 

6. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds. 

8. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds. 

10. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

12. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

14. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

16. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

18. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

20. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

22. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

24. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.



Prepositions show position!

A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing. 

One way that you can learn prepositions is to “show position!”

You have already practice prepositions with a Christmas character--a “Preposition  
Practice Pal” (PPP)*-- and the clouds:

 Rudolph flew**…

Lesson 5: More Initial “Vowel” Prepositions and “B” Prepositions16

Lesson 5: More Initial “Vowel” Prepositions and “B” Prepositions

Help Box for 5.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to):

1. aboard 2. about 3. above 4. across
6. after 7. against 8. ahead 9. alongside

11. along 12. amid 13. amidst 14. among
16. around 17. aside 18. astride 19. at
21. before 22. behind 23. below 24. beneath
26. beside of 27. between 28. betwixt (old English word) 29. beyond
31. in 32. inside 33. inside of 34. into
36. off of 37. on 38. on top of 39. opposite
41. outside 42. outside of 43. over 44. under

5. across from
10. alongside of
15. amongst
20. atop
25. beside
30. by
35. off
40. out of
45. unto

1. aabove the clouds
4. aarround the clouds
7. bbeehind the clouds

2. aagainst the clouds
5. aattop the clouds
8. bbyy the clouds

3. aalong the clouds
6. bbefore the clouds
9. ddoown the clouds

10. iin the clouds
13. nnear the clouds
16. oonnto the clouds
19.9 rround the clouds
22. ttoo the clouds
25. uunder the clouds
28. uuppon the clouds

11. iinside the clouds
14. ooff the clouds
17. ooutside the clouds
20. tthrough the clouds
23. ttoward the clouds
26. uunderneath the clouds
29. wwithin the clouds

12. iinto the clouds
15. oonn the clouds
18. ppaast the clouds
21. tthroughout the clouds
24. ttowards the clouds
27. uupp the clouds



You have also practiced prepositions that begin with a certain letter. 

Read through the prepositions below beginning with A, I, O, U,  and B---with your PPP the castle.

Rudolph flew*_______________the clouds.

*Or use a different character and verb

Rudolph flew… (A Prepositions)
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1. aaboard  the clouds
4. aaccross the clouds
7. aaggainst the clouds

2. aabout the clouds
5. aacross from the clouds
8. aahhead of the clouds

3. aabbove the clouds
6. aafter the clouds
9. aalongside the clouds

12. aammid the clouds
15. aamongst the clouds
18. aastride the clouds

10. aalongside of the clouds
13. aamidst the clouds
16. aaround the clouds
19. aat the clouds

11. aalong with the clouds
14. aamong the clouds
17. aaside the clouds
20. aatop the clouds

Your  PPP can be any Christmas character that flies in clouds:

 

• Santa
Other reindeer   • Angel
Gabriel                                           
Any other name for your toy and an action word that he or she might do  
around the clouds.

*

•
•
•

Rudolph flew… ( B  Prepositions)

1. bbefore the clouds
4. bbeneath the clouds
7. bbetween the clouds

2. bbehind the clouds
5. bbeeside the clouds
8. bbetwixt the clouds (old English word)

3. bbelow the clouds
6. bbeeside the clouds
9. bbeeyond the clouds

BRudolph flew… (Other Vowel Prepositions)

10. bby the clouds

11. iin the clouds
4. iinnto the clouds
7. oonn the clouds

10. oout of the clouds
13. oover the clouds

2. iinside the clouds
5. ooff the clouds
8. oonn top of the clouds

11. ooutside the clouds
14. uunnder the clouds

3. iinside of the clouds
6. ooff of the clouds
9. ooppposite the clouds

12. oouutside of the clouds
15. uunnto the clouds

 Rudolph •

• Buddy 
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Lesson 5 Student Worksheet

<> 5. Cover up the preposition list and fill in the blanks provided with prepositions
that begin with the following: B, A, I, O, or U.

1. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds. 

3. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds. 

5. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds. 

7. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds. 

9. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds. 

11. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

13. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

15. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

17. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

19. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

21. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

23. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

25. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

2. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds.  

4. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds.  

6. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds.  

8. Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds.  

10. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.  

12. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.  

14. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.  

16. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.  

18. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

20. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

27. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.      28. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

29. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.      30. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

31. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.      32. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

33. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.      34. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 

35. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

22. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

24. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

26. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.



Prepositions show position!

A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing.

One way that you can learn prepositions is to “show position!”

You have already practice prepositions with a Christmas character--a “Preposition Practice Pal"   
(PPP)*-- and the clouds: 

Rudolph flew**…

Lesson 6: More Initial “Vowel” Prepositions and “B” Prepositions 19
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Help Box for 6.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to):

1. aboard 2. about 3. above 4. across 5. across from
6. after 7. against 8. ahead 9. alongside 10. alongside of

11. along 12. amid 13. amidst 14. among 15. amongst
16. around 17. aside 18. astride 19. at 20. atop
21. before 22. behind 23. below 24. beneath 25. beside
26. beside of 27. between 28. betwixt (old English word) 29. beyond 30. by
31. in 32. inside 33. inside of 34. into 35. off
36. off of 37. on 38. on top of 39. opposite 40. out of
41. outside 42. outside of 43. over 44. under 45. unto

1. aabove the clouds
4. aarround the clouds
7. bbeehind the clouds

2. aagainst the clouds
5. aattop the clouds
8. bbyy the clouds

3. aalong the clouds
6. bbefore the clouds
9. ddoown the clouds

10. iin the clouds
13. nnear the clouds
16. oonnto the clouds
19.9 rround the clouds
22. tto the clouds
25. uunder the clouds
28. uuppon the clouds

11. iinside the clouds
14. ooff the clouds
17. ooutside the clouds
20. tthhrough the clouds
23. ttoward the clouds
26. uunnderneath the clouds
29. wwiithin the clouds

12. iinto the clouds
15. oonn the clouds
18. ppaast the clouds
21. tthroughout the clouds
24. ttowards the clouds
27. uupp the clouds



<> 6. Fill in the blanks with as many prepositions as you can think of using the following phrase:

Rudolph flew* _______________________ the clouds.

*Or use a different character and verb
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Lesson 6  Student Worksheet

1. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

3. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

5. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

7. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

9. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

 11. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

13. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

15. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

17. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

19. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

2. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

4. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

6. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

8. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

10. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

12. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

14. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

16. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

18. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

20. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

Your PPP can be any Christmas character that flies in clouds:

• Santa
• Angel
• Buddy

Any other name for your toy and an action word that he or she might do 
in the clouds.

*

• Other reindeer 
 Gabriel   •
•

• Rudolph
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21. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

23. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

25. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

22. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

24. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

26. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

27. Rudolph flew___________________ the clouds.        28. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

29. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 30. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

31. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 32. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

33. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 34. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

35. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 36. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

37. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 38. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

39. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds. 40. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.



Prepositions show position!

A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing.

One way that you can learn prepositions is to “show position!”

You have already practice prepositions with a Christmas character--a “Preposition Practice Pal"  
(PPP)*-- and the clouds:

Rudolph flew**…

Lesson 7: Antonym Prepositions (Opposites)22

Lesson 7: Antonym Prepositions (Opposites)

Help Box for 7a & 7b.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to):

2. below, beneath, under, underneath 4. above, over, atop
6. below, beneath, under, underneath 8. above, over, atop

10. outside, around 12. on, atop
14. below, beneath, under, underneath 16. off, off of
18. outside, outside of 20. away from

1. aabove the clouds
4. aarround the clouds
7. bbeehind the clouds

2. aagainst the clouds
5. aattop the clouds
8. bbyy the clouds

3. aalong the clouds
6. bbefore the clouds
9. ddoown the clouds

10. iin the clouds
13. nnear the clouds
16. oonnto the clouds
19.9 rround the clouds
22. ttoo the clouds
25. uunder the clouds
28. uuppon the clouds

11. iinside the clouds
14. ooff the clouds
17. ooutside the clouds
20. tthhrough the clouds
23. ttoward the clouds
26. uunnderneath the clouds
29. wwithin the clouds

12. iinto the clouds
15. oonn the clouds
18. ppaast the clouds
21. tthroughout the clouds
24. ttowards the clouds
27. uup the clouds



In  learning  prepositions,  you  may  use  your  “Preposition  Practice  Pal”  (PPP)  from  earlier. Or you could  
memorize  them  in  alphabetical  order.  Or  you  could  learn  them  in  categories,  like  beginning  letters  or  
opposites.

Besides learning prepositions that fit into the “Rudolph flew” sentence and learning prepositions that begin  
with certain letters, you can also learn prepositions that are oopposites!

After all, prepositions show position, so it makes sense that opposite words are prepositions since many   
of them show position too.

Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

<> 7a. Fill in the blank for any opposite word that might fit.

Note: Many words have more than one opposite of them—under  has over and possibly above. You may list  
any one you think of for each one.

3. Rudolph flew beneath the clouds.
4. Rudolph flew ________________ the clouds.

23Lesson 7: Antonym Prepositions (Opposites)

Lesson 7 Student Worksheet

 

*

•
•

•

                                        

1. Rudolph flew above the clouds.      
2. Rudolph flew ________________ the clouds. 

5. Rudolph flew atop the clouds.   

6. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

9. Rudolph flew inside of the clouds.

10. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

  7. Rudolph flew below the clouds.

8. Rudolph flew ________________ the cloud.

11. Rudolph flew off the clouds.

12. Rudolph flew ________________ the clouds

.

Your  PPP can be any Christmas character that flies in clouds:

Rudolph  •  Santa
Other reindeer                      • Angel
Gabriel                                            Buddy
Any other name for your toy and an action word that he or she might do 
in the clouds.

• •
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<<> 7b. List prepositions on the right that are antonyms (opposites) of the ones on the left.

2. up _________________________

4. away from ___________________

6. outside ______________________

8. under _______________________

1. down _________________________

3. on ___________________________

5. below _________________________

7. over __________________________

9. atop __________________________ 10. off __________________________

13. Rudolph flew over the clouds.

14. Rudolph flew ________________ the clouds.

17. Rudolph flew inside the clouds.

18. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

15. Rudolph flew on the clouds.

16. Rudolph flew ________________ the clouds.

19. Rudolph flew to the clouds.

20. Rudolph flew ___________________ the clouds.

11. above ________________________ 12. toward _______________________

13. along _________________________ 14. atop _________________________

15. by ____________________________ 16. beneath ______________________

17. in ____________________________ 18. inside of ______________________

19. within _________________________ 20. underneath ____________________



Prepositions show position!

A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing.

One way that you can learn prepositions is to “show position!”

You have already practice prepositions with a Christmas character--a “Preposition Practice Pal"  
(PPP)*-- and the clouds:
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Lesson 8: More Antonym Prepositions (Opposites)

Help Box for 8.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to):

1. below, beneath, under, underneath 2. out
3. above, over, atop 4. on
5. below, beneath, under, underneath 6. below, beneath, under, underneath
7. outside 8. down
9. from 10. above, over, atop

11. above, over, atop 12. out, out of
13. to, toward, towards 14. outside of

1. aabove the clouds
4. aarround the clouds
7. bbeehind the clouds

Rudolph flew**…

2. aagainst the clouds
5. aattop the clouds
8. bbyy the clouds

3. aalong the clouds
6. bbefore the clouds
9. ddoown the clouds

10. iin the clouds
13. nnear the clouds
16. oonnto the clouds
19.9 rround the clouds
22. tto the clouds
25. uunder the clouds
28. uuppon the clouds

11. iinside the clouds
14. ooff the clouds
17. ooutside the clouds
20. tthhrough the clouds
23. ttoward the clouds
26. uunnderneath the clouds
29. wwiithin the clouds

12. iinto the clouds
15. oonn the clouds
18. ppaast the clouds
21. tthroughout the clouds
24. ttowards the clouds
27. uupp the clouds



Rudolph flew _______________ the clouds.

*Or use a different character and verb.

<> 8. List prepositions that are opposites below on the lines provided.

26 Lesson 8: More Antonym Prepositions (Opposites)

Lesson 8  Student Worksheet

1. above  ___________________________ 2. in  ____________________________

3. beneath __________________________ 4. off  ____________________________

5. over  _____________________________   6. atop  __________________________

7. inside  ____________________________   8. up  ____________________________

9. to  _______________________________ 10. underneath  _____________________

11. below  ___________________________ 12. into  ___________________________

13. away from  _______________________ 14. inside of ________________________

Your  PPP can be any Christmas character that flies in clouds:

Rudolph  
Other reindeer  
 Gabriel
Any other name for your toy and an action word that he or she might do 
in the clouds.

*

•
•
•

15. inside  ____________________________

17. below  ____________________________

19. under  ____________________________

21. outside  ___________________________

23. atop  _____________________________

16. down ________________________

18. out  _________________________

20. on  __________________________

22. from  _________________________

24. out of  ________________________

• • Santa 
•  Angel
• Buddy



Prepositions show position!
A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing.
One way that you can learn prepositions is to “show position!”
You have already practice prepositions with a Christmas character--a “Preposition Practice  
Pal” (PPP)*-- and the clouds:

Rudolph flew**…
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Lesson 9: Synonym Prepositions (Words That Mean the Same)

Help Box for 9.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to):

1. on top of, over, atop 2. inside, among, amidst
3. below, under, underneath 4. off of, away from
5. above, on top of, atop 6. above, on top of over
7. within, among, amidst 8. above, on top of
9. toward, up to, unto 10. below, under, beneath
11. under, underneath, beneath 12. inside, amidst
13. apart, from, outside, without 14. inside, among, amidst
15. above, on 16. amongst, along with, amidst
17. among, along with, within, amongst 18. below, beneath, underneath
19. above 20. inside, inside of

1. aabove the clouds
4. aarround the clouds
7. bbeehind the clouds

2. aagainst the clouds
5. aattop the clouds
8. bbyy the clouds

3. aalong the clouds
6. bbefore the clouds
9. ddoown the clouds

10. iin the clouds
13. nnear the clouds
16. oonnto the clouds
19.9 rround the clouds
22. tto the clouds
25. uunder the clouds
28. uuppon the clouds

11. iinside the clouds
14. ooff the clouds
17. ooutside the clouds
20. tthhrough the clouds
23. ttoward the clouds
26. uunnderneath the clouds
29. wwiithin the clouds

12. iinto the clouds
15. oonn the clouds
18. ppaast the clouds
21. tthroughout the clouds
24. ttowards the clouds
27. uupp the clouds



Besides learning prepositions that fit into the “Rudolph flew” sentence and learning prepositions that begin  
with certain letters, you can also learn prepositions that are synonyms!

Synonyms are word that mean the same!

After all, prepositions show position, so it makes sense that synonymous words are prepositions since  
many of them show position too.

Rudolph flew _______________ the clouds.

<> 9. List prepositions that are synonyms below on the lines provided.

28 Lesson 9: Synonym Prepositions (Words That Mean the Same)

1. above _________________________ 2. in 

3. beneath _______________________ 4. off  __________________________

5. over  _________________________ 6. atop  _________________________

7. inside  ________________________ 8. up  __________________________

9. to  ___________________________ 10. underneath  ___________________

11. below  ________________________ 13. into  __________________________

13. away from  ____________________ 14. inside of  ______________________

Lesson 9  Student Worksheet

Your  PPP can be any Christmas character that flies in clouds:

 Other reindeer   • Angel
Gabriel         
Any other name for your toy and an action word that he or she might do 
in the clouds.

*

•
•
•

15. on top of ________________________

17. amidst __________________________

19. over ____________________________

16. among ________________________

18. under _________________________

20. within _________________________

 Rudolph  Santa• •

• Buddy 



Prepositions show position!

A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing.

One way that you can learn prepositions is to “show position!”

You have already practice prepositions with a Christmas character--a “Preposition Practice Pal"   
(PPP)*-- and the clouds:
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Lesson 10: More Synonym Preposition Practice (Words That Mean the Same)

Help Box for 10a.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to):

1. above, over, atop 4. below, under, underneath 6. above, over
8. below, under, underneath 10. in, through, throughout, into 12. away from, out of
14. above, atop 16. aboard, atop 18. in, into, within
20. toward, into, inside

Help Box for 10b.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to):
1. below, beneath, under, underneath 2. out 3. above, over, atop 4. on
5. below, beneath, under, underneath   6. below, beneath, under, underneath 7. outside
8. down 9. from 10. above, over, atop 11. above over, atop
12. out, out of 13. to, toward, towards 14. outside of

1. aabove the clouds
4. aarround the clouds
7. bbeehind the clouds

Rudolph flew**…

2. aagainst the clouds
5. aattop the clouds
8. bbyy the clouds

3. aalong the clouds
6. bbefore the clouds
9. ddoown the clouds

10. iin the clouds
13. nnear the clouds
16. oonnto the clouds
19.9 rround the clouds
22. tto the clouds
25. uunder the clouds
28. uuppon the clouds

11. iinside the clouds
14. ooff the clouds
17. ooutside the clouds
20. tthhrough the clouds
23. ttoward the clouds
26. uunnderneath the clouds
29. wwiithin the clouds

12. iinto the clouds
15. oonn the clouds
18. ppaast the clouds
21. tthroughout the clouds
24. ttowards the clouds
27. uupp the clouds



Besides learning prepositions that fit into the “Rudolph flew” sentence and learning prepositions that begin  
with certain letters, you can also learn prepositions that are synonyms!

After all, prepositions show position, so it makes sense that synonyms of prepositions are prepositions since  
many of them show position too.

  Rudolph flew _______________ the clouds.

<> 10a. Fill in the blank for any synonym word that might fit.

Note: Many words have more than one synonym of them—under has beneath and possibly below. You may  
list any one you think of for each one.

30 Lesson 10: More Synonym Preposition Practice (Words That Mean the Same)

Lesson 10   Student Worksheet

1. Rudolph flew aabove the clouds.
2. Rudolph flew _________________ the clouds.

5. Rudolph flew aatop the clouds.
6. Rudolph flew _________________ the clouds.

9. Rudolph flew iinside of the clouds.
10. Rudolph flew _________________ the clouds.

13. Rudolph flew oover the clouds.
14. Rudolph flew _________________ the clouds.

17. Rudolph flew iinside the clouds.
18. Rudolph flew _________________ the clouds.

3. Rudolph flew bbeneath the clouds.
4. Rudolph flew _________________ the clouds.

7. Rudolph flew bbelow the clouds.
8. Rudolph flew _________________ the clouds.

11. Rudolph flew  ooff the clouds.
12. Rudolph flew _________________ the clouds.

15. Rudolph flew oon the clouds.
16. Rudolph flew _________________ the clouds.

19. Rudolph flew tto the clouds.
20. Rudolph flew _________________ the clouds.

Any other name for your toy and an action word that he or she might do 
in the clouds.

*

•

•
•

•

Your  PPP can be any Christmas character that flies in clouds.

Rudolph         •  Santa          
Other reindeer                                            • Angel
Gabriel                                           Buddy •



<> 10b. List prepositions that are opposites below on the lines provided.
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1. above _________________________ 2. in ____________________________

3. beneath 4. off ___________________________

5. over __________________________ 6. atop __________________________

7. inside _________________________ 8. up ____________________________

9. to ____________________________ 10. underneath _____________________

11. below ________________________ 12. into ___________________________

13. away from _____________________ 14. inside of ________________________

15. toward ________________________ 16. along __________________________

17. by ____________________________ 18. within _________________________



Prepositions show position!

A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing.

One way that you can learn prepositions is to “show position!”

You have already practice prepositions with a Christmas character--a “Preposition Practice  
Pal” (PPP)*-- and the clouds:

Rudolph flew**…

Lesson 11: Preposition Practice Pal32
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    Help Box for 11b.
Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to):

1. aboard 2. about 3. above 4. across 5. across from
6. after 7. against 8. ahead 9. alongside 10. alongside of
11. along 12. amid 13. amidst 14. among 15. amongst
16. around 17. aside 18. astride 19. at 20. atop
21. before 22. behind 23. below 24. beneath 25. beside
26. beside of 27. between 28. betwixt (old English word) 29. beyond 30. by
31. in 32. inside 33. inside of 34. into 35. off
36. off of 37. on 38. on top of 39. opposite 40. out of
41. outside 42. outside of 43. over 44. under 45. unto

1. aabove the clouds
4. aarround the clouds
7. bbeehind the clouds

2. aagainst the clouds
5. aattop the clouds
8. bbyy the clouds

10. iinn the clouds
13. nnear the clouds
16. oonnto the clouds
19.9 rround the clouds
22. ttoo the clouds
25. uunder the clouds
28. uuppon the clouds

3. aalong the clouds
6. bbefore the clouds
9. ddoown the clouds

11. iinnside the clouds
14. ooff the clouds
17. ooutside the clouds
20. tthrough the clouds
23. ttoward the clouds
26. uunderneath the clouds
29. wwithin the clouds

12. iinto the clouds
15. oonn the clouds
18. ppaast the clouds
21. tthroughout the clouds
24. ttowards the clouds
27. uupp the clouds



You also practiced prepositions that begin with a certain letter.

Read through the prepositions below beginning with A, I, O, U, and B---with your Christmas char-
acter and the clouds.

  Rudolph flew _______________ the clouds.

BRudolph Flew…
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Lesson 11   Student Worksheet

1. aboard - Rudolph flew aaboard the clouds.
3. above - Rudolph flew aabove the clouds.

2. about - Rudolph flew aabout the clouds.
4. across - Rudolph flew aacross the clouds.

5. across from - Rudolph flew aacross from the clouds.   6. after - Rudolph flew aafter the clouds.
7. against - Rudolph flew aagainst the clouds.
9. alongside - Rudolph flew aalongside the clouds.

11. along with - Rudolph flew aalong with the clouds.
13. amidst - Rudolph flew aamidst the clouds.
15. amongst - Rudolph flew aamongst the clouds.
17. aside - Rudolph flew aaside the clouds.
19. at - Rudolph flew aat the clouds.

8. ahead of - Rudolph flew aahead of the clouds.
10. alongside of -Rudolph flew aalongside of the clouds.
12. amid - Rudolph flew aamid the clouds.
14. among - Rudolph flew aamong the clouds.
16. around - Rudolph flew aaround the clouds.
18. astride - Rudolph flew aaside the clouds.
20. atop - Rudolph flew aatop the clouds.

1. before the clouds  - Rudolph flew bbefore the clouds.
3. below the clouds  - Rudolph flew bbelow the clouds.
5. beside the clouds  - Rudolph flew bbeside the clouds.
7. between the clouds  - Rudolph flew bbetween the clouds.
9. beyond the clouds  - Rudolph flew bbeyond the clouds.

2. behind the clouds  - Rudolph flew bbehind the clouds.
4. beneath the clouds  - Rudolph flew bbeneath the clouds.
6. beside of the clouds  - Rudolph flew bbeside of the clouds.
8. betwixt the clouds  - Rudolph flew bbetwixt the clouds.

10. by the clouds  - Rudolph flew bby the clouds.

*

•

•
•

•

Your  PPP can be any Christmas character that flies in clouds:

Rudolph      • Santa
Other reindeer                        • Angel
Gabriel                                               Buddy
Any other name for your toy and an action word that he or she might do 
in the clouds.

•



Rudolph flew…

Rudolph flew _______________ the clouds.

<> 111a. Read the opposite prepositions listed below.
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1. in the castle  -  Rudolph flew iin the clouds. 2. inside the castle  -  Rudolph flew iinside the clouds.
3. inside of the castle  -  Rudolph flew iinside of the clouds. 4. into the castle  -  Rudolph flew iinto the clouds
5. off the castle  -  Rudolph flew ooff the clouds
7. on the castle  -  Rudolph flew oon the clouds.

6. off of the castle  -  Rudolph flew ooff of the clouds.
8. on top of the castle  -  Rudolph flew oon top of the clouds.

9. opposite the castle  -  Rudolph flew oopposite in the clouds 10. out of the castle  -  Rudolph flew oout of the clouds.
11. outside the castle  -  Rudolph flew ooutside the clouds. 12. outside of the castle  -  Rudolph flew ooutside of the clouds.

14. under the castle  -  Rudolph flew uunder the clouds.13. over the castle  -  Rudolph flew oover the clouds.
15. unto the castle  -  Rudolph flew uunto the clouds.

1. Rudolph flew above the clouds.
2. Rudolph flew below the clouds.

5. Rudolph flew atop the clouds.
6. Rudolph flew beneath the clouds.

9. Rudolph flew inside of the clouds.
10. Rudolph flew outside of the clouds.

13. Rudolph flew over the clouds.
14. Rudolph flew under the clouds.

17. Rudolph flew inside the clouds.
18. Rudolph flew outside the clouds.

3. Rudolph flew beneath the clouds.
4. Rudolph flew above the clouds.

7. Rudolph flew in the clouds.
8. Rudolph flew out the clouds.

11. Rudolph flew off the clouds.
12. Rudolph flew in the clouds.

15. Rudolph flew on the clouds.
16. Rudolph flew off the clouds.

19. Rudolph flew to the clouds.
20. Rudolph flew away from the clouds.

Now put all that together, and you have learned many, many prepositions!



<> 11b. Fill in the blanks with as many prepositions as you can think of using the following phrase:

Rudolph flew* ______________________ the clouds.

*Or use a different character and verb.
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1. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    2. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

3. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    4. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

5. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    6. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

7. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    8. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

9. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  10. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

11. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  12. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

13. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  14. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

15. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  16. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

17. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  18. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

19. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  20. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

21. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  22. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

23. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  24. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

25. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

 

Any other name for your toy and an action word that he or she might do 
in the clouds.

*

•
•

•

Your  PPP can be any Christmas character that flies in clouds:

Rudolph                    Santa                 
Other reindeer •                                       Angel
Gabriel                                             Buddy•

•

•
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26. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  27. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

28. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   29. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

30. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.



Prepositions show position!

A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing.

One way that you can learn prepositions is to “show position!”

You have already practice prepositions with a Christmas character--a “Preposition Practice Pal" (PPP)*- - 
and the clouds:
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Lesson 12: Preposition Practice Pal and Two-or-More Preposition Practice

1. aabove the clouds
4. aarround the clouds
7. bbeehind the clouds

  Rudolph flew**…

2. aagainst the clouds
5. aattop the clouds
8. bbyy the clouds

3. aalong the clouds
6. bbefore the clouds
9. ddoown the clouds

10. iin the clouds
13. nnear the clouds
16. oonnto the clouds
19.9 rround the clouds
22. ttoo the clouds
25. uunder the clouds
28. uuppon the clouds

11. iinside the clouds
14. ooff the clouds
17. ooutside the clouds
20. tthhrough the clouds
23. ttoward the clouds
26. uunnderneath the clouds
29. wwithin the clouds

12. iinto the clouds
15. oonn the clouds
18. ppaast the clouds
21. tthroughout the clouds
24. ttowards the clouds
27. uup the clouds



You also practiced prepositions that begin with a certain letter.

Read through the prepositions below beginning with A, I, O, U, and B---with your Christmas character   
and the clouds in mind.

 Rudolph flew _______________ the clouds.
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1. aboard - Rudolph flew aaboard the clouds. 
3. above - Rudolph flew aabove the clouds.

2. about - Rudolph flew aabout the clouds.  
4. across - Rudolph flew aacross the clouds.

5. across from - Rudolph flew aacross from the clouds.   6. after - Rudolph flew aafter the clouds.
7. against - Rudolph flew aagainst the clouds.

  9. alongside - Rudolph flew aalongside the clouds. 
11. along with - Rudolph flew aalong with the clouds. 
13. amidst - Rudolph flew aamidst the clouds.
15. amongst - Rudolph flew aamongst the clouds.   
17. aside - Rudolph flew aaside the clouds.
19. at - Rudolph flew aat the clouds.

8. ahead of  - Rudolph flew aahead of the clouds.        
10. alongside of - Rudolph flew aalongside of the clouds.  
12. amid - Rudolph flew aamid the clouds. 
14. among - Rudolph flew aamong the clouds. 
16. around - Rudolph flew aaround the clouds. 
18. astride - Rudolph flew aaside the clouds. 
20. atop - Rudolph flew aatop the clouds.

  1. before the clouds    
  4. beneath the clouds     
  7. between the clouds   

Rudolph flew…

2. behind the clouds  
5. beside the clouds   
8. betwixt the clouds  

3. below the clouds  
6. beside of the clouds  
9. beyond the clouds

10. by the clouds    
13. inside of the clouds  
16. off of the clouds  
19. opposite the clouds  
22. outside of the clouds  

             12. inside the clouds 
             15. off the clouds 
             18. on top of the clouds 
             21. outside the clouds 
             24. under the clouds

25. unto the clouds  

            11. in the clouds    
            14. into the clouds    
            17. on the clouds    
            20. out of the clouds 
            23. over the clouds       
     



Besides learning prepositions that fit into the “Rudolph flew” sentence and learning prepositions that begin with  
certain letters, you can also learn pprepositions that are opposites!

After all, prepositions show position, so it makes sense that opposite words are prepositions since many of them  
show position too.

““Rudolph flew _______________ the clouds.”

<> 12a. Read the opposite prepositions listed below.
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1. Rudolph flew aabove the clouds.  
2. Rudolph flew bbelow the clouds.

5. Rudolph flew aatop the clouds.     
6. Rudolph flew bbeneath the clouds.

3. Rudolph flew bbeneath the clouds. 
4. Rudolph flew aabove the clouds.

7. Rudolph flew in the clouds.       
8. Rudolph flew out the clouds.

11. Rudolph flew ooff the clouds. 
12. Rudolph flew iin the clouds.

15. Rudolph flew oon the clouds. 
16. Rudolph flew ooff the clouds.

13. Rudolph flew oover the clouds.  
14. Rudolph flew uunder the clouds.

17. Rudolph flew iinside the clouds. 
18. Rudolph flew ooutside the clouds.

19. Rudolph flew  to the clouds.
20. Rudolph flew aaway from the clouds.

  9. Rudolph flew iinside of the clouds. 
10. Rudolph flew ooutside of the clouds.



You have probably already noticed that many prepositions are made up of other words. That is, tthey 
have one preposition at the beginning and are followed by another preposition. 

Or they are compound words (like within).

This is another way to learn prepositions—by learning prepositions that are made up of two or more  
words.

For example, read the prepositions below—the first one of each set is a common preposition that you  
probably already know.  The one(s) beneath that one  is a preposition (or more) that is made from the  
top one.
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Now put all that together, and you have learned many, many prepositions!

1. across 2. ahead 3. away
*across from *ahead of *away from

4. in 5. on 6. out
a. into a. onto a. out of
b. inside b. on top of b. outside
c. inside of c. outside of

7. to 8. through 9. under
a. toward *throughout *underneath
b. towards

10. up 11. with
a. upon a. within
b. up to b. without

    Help Box for 12b.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to):

1. aboard 2. about 3. above 4. across 5. across from
6. after 7. against 8. ahead 9. alongside 10. alongside of

11. along 12. amid 13. amidst 14. among 15. amongst
16. around 17. aside 18. astride 19. at 20. atop
21. before 22. behind 23. below 24. beneath 25. beside
26. beside of 27. between 28. betwixt 29. beyond 30. by
31. in 32. inside 33. inside of 34. into 35. off
36. off of 37. on 38. on top of 39. opposite 40. out of
41. outside 42. outside of 43. over 44. under 45. unto
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<> 122b. Cover the preposition list with something so that you cannot see them, and fill in

LLesson 12    Student Worksheet

the blanks with as many prepositions as you can think of using the following phrase:

Rudolph flew* _______________________ the clouds.

*Or use a different character and verb.

1. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    2. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

3. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    4. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

5. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    6. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

7. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    8. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

9. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  10. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

11. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  12. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

13. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  14. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

15. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  16. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

17. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  18. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

19. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  20. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

21. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  22. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

23. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  24. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

25. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

  Any other name for your toy and an action word that he or she might do 
in the clouds.

*

•
•
•

•

Your  PPP can be any Christmas character that flies in clouds:

Rudolph       Santa 
Other reindeer •           Angel
Gabriel                                            Buddy•

•
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26. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  27. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

28. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   29. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

30. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   31. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

32. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   33. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

34. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   35. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

36. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   37. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

38. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   39. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

40. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   41. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

42. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   43. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

44. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   45. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

46. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   47. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

48. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   49. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

50. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.



Prepositions show position!

A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing.

One way that you can learn prepositions is to “show position!”

You have already practice prepositions with a Christmas character--a “Preposition Practice  
Pal” (PPP)*-- and the clouds.

You have learned dozens of “position prepositions.”

Did you know there is another category of prepositions that does not show position but instead sshows time?

There are actually two Preposition-Check Sentences. The first one is about POSITION:

 Rudolph flew __________________ the clouds.

The next one is a Preposition-Check Sentence that shows TIME.

 Santa laughed __________________ dinner.

Can you see how words that fit in that sentence are prepositions?

Santa laughed __________________ dinner.
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Lesson 13: Time Prepositions

Help Box for 13.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to):

1. about 2. after 3. amid 4. amidst 5. before 6. between
7. during 8. following 9. over 10. through 11. throughout 12. regarding

13. until 14. up to 15. within

1. Santa laughed aabout dinner.   2. Santa laughed aafter dinner.   
4. Santa laughed aamidst dinner.    5. Santa laughed bbefore dinner.   
7. Santa laughed dduring dinner.   8. Santa laughed ffollowing dinner.   

3. Santa laughed aamid dinner.  
6. Santa laughed bbetween dinner.  
9. Santa laughed oover dinner. 

10. Santa laughed tthrough dinner.   11. Santa laughed tthroughout dinner.  12. Santa laughed rregarding dinner. 
13. Santa laughed uuntil dinner.   14. Santa laughed uup dinner.   
16. Santa laughed aa fore dinner.    17. Santa laughed aahead oof dinner.  
19. Santa laughed bby the time of dinner.   20. Santa laughed iin dinner.   
22. Santa laughed nnear dinner.   23. Santa laughed ppast dinner.   

15. Santa laughed wwithin dinner.  
18. Santa laughed aalong with dinner.
21. Santa laughed mmid dinner.  
24. Santa laughed pprior to dinner. 

25. Santa laughed uup to dinner. 

 



<> 13. Write prepositions that fit into the “time” Preposition-Check Sentence: 
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2. Santa laughed _____________________ dinner. 

4. Santa laughed _____________________ dinner. 

6. Santa laughed _____________________ dinner. 

8. Santa laughed _____________________ dinner. 

10. Santa laughed _____________________ dinner.

1. Santa laughed _____________________ dinner. 

3. Santa laughed _____________________ dinner. 

5. Santa laughed _____________________ dinner. 

7. Santa laughed _____________________ dinner. 

9. Santa laughed _____________________ dinner.

11. Santa laughed _____________________ dinner. 12. Santa laughed _____________________ dinner.

14. Santa laughed _____________________ dinner.13. Santa laughed _____________________ dinner.  

15. Santa laughed _____________________ dinner.



Prepositions show position!

A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing.

One way that you can learn prepositions is to “show position!”

You have already practice prepositions with a Christmas character--a “Preposition Practice  
Pal” (PPP)*-- and the clouds.

Get ready to use all that you have learned about memorizing prepositions in this one lesson!
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Lesson 14: Preposition Practice Pal and Time Prepositions

Help Box for 14a.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed 
include (but are not limited to):

1. aboard 2. about 3. above
4. across 5. across from    6. after
7. against 8. ahead 9. alongside
10. alongside of    11. along 12. amid
13. amidst 14. among 15. amongst
16. around 17. aside 18. astride
19. at 20. atop

Help Box for 14b.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed 
include (but are not limited to):

1. before 2. behind 3. below
4. beneath 5. beside 6. beside of
7. between 8. betwixt 9. beyond

10. by

Help Box for 14c.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed 
include (but are not limited to):

1. in 2. inside 3. inside of
4. into 5. off 6. off of
7. on 8. on top of 9. opposite

10. out of 11. outside 12. outside of
13. over 14. under

Help Box for 14d.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed 
include (but are not limited to):

1. above 2. around 3. atop
4. away 5. below 6. beneath
7. inside 8. off 9. off of

10. on 11. outside 12. outside of
13. over 14. to
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Help Box for 14e.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited 
to):

1. across 2. ahead 3. away
*across from *ahead of *away from

4. in 5. on 6. out
a. into a. onto a. out of
b. inside b. on top of b. outside
c. inside of c. outside of

7. to 8. through 9. under
a. toward *throughout *underneath
b. towards

10. up 11. with
a. upon a. within
b. up to b. without

Help Box for 14f.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are 
not limited to):

1. about   2 after 3. amid
4. amidst 5. before 6. between
7. during 8. following 9. over

10. through 11. throughout 12. regarding
13. until 14. up to 15. within
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Leesson 14  Student   Worksheet

<<>> 14 a. Fill in the blanks with as many   A  prepositions as you can think of using the following phrase:            

Rudolph flew* _______________________ the clouds..
*Or use a different character and verb.

1. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    2. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

3. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    4. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

5. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    6. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

7. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    8. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

9. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  10. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

11. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  12. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

13. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  14. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

15. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

Your PPP can be any Christmas character that flies in clouds:

 Rudolph   • Santa
 Other reindeer                    Angel

Gabriel                                              Buddy
Any other name for your toy and an action word that he or she might do 
in the clouds.

*

•
•

•

•

•  •
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<<> 14b. Fill in the blanks with as many  B  prepositions as you can think of using the following phrase:

11. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  12. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

13. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  14. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

15. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds.

1. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    2. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

3. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    4. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

5. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

  

6. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 7. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

8. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

<> 14c. Fill in the blanks with as many    I  , O,   or      U   prepositions as you can think of using the following phrase: 

Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds.

1. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    2. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

3. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    4. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

5. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    6. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

7. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    8. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

9. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  10. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.
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<> 144d. Fill in the blanks with as many oopposite prepositions as you can think of using the following phrase:

Rudolph flew_________________________ the clouds.

1. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    2. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

3. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    4. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

5. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    6. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

7. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    8. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

9. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  10. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

11. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  12. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

13. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  14. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

15. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

<> 14e. Fill in the blanks with as many pprepositions made with other words as you can think of using
the following phrase:

Rudolph flew ____________________ the clouds.

1. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    2. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

3. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    4. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

5. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

  

6.. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  7. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

8.. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.



<> 14f. Fill in the blanks with as many pprepositions that show time as you can think of using the 
following phrase:
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Santa laughed____________________ dinner.

1. Santa laughed _______________________ dinner.    2. Santa laughed _______________________ dinner. 

3. Santa laughed _______________________ dinner.    4. Santa laughed _______________________ dinner. 

5. Santa laughed _______________________ dinner.

  

6.. Santa laughed _______________________ dinner.  7. Santa laughed _______________________ dinner. 

8.. Santa laughed _______________________ dinner.



Prepositions show position!

A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing. 

Get ready to use all that you have learned about memorizing prepositions in this one lesson! 

Think of all of the categories of prepositions that you have learned so far!

1. Character and the clouds (position)
2. Those beginning with A
3. Those beginning with B
4. Those beginning with oother vowels
5. OOpposite words (Antonyms)
6. SSynonyms
7. Prepositions mmade with other prepositions
8. Prepositions that sshow time and fit into the Preposition-Check Sentence:

Santa laughed _______________ dinner.
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Lesson 15: Preposition Review All Categories

Help Box for 15.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to):

1. aboard 2. about 3. above 4. across
5. across from 6. after 7. against 8. ahead
9. alongside 10. alongside of 11. along 12. amid

13. amidst 14. among 15. amongst 16. around
17. aside 18. astride 19. at 20. atop
21. before 22. behind 23. below 24. beneath
25. beside 26. beside of 27. between 28. betwixt (old English word)
29. beyond 30. by 31. in 32. inside
33. inside of 34. into 35. off 36. off of
37. on 38. on top of 39. opposite 40. out of
41. outside 42. outside of 43. over 44. past
45. 'round 46. through 47. throughout 48. to
49. toward 50. towards 51. under 52. underneath
53. unto 54. up 55. upon 56. within
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1. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    2. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

3. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    4. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

5. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    6. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

7. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    8. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

9. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  10. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

11. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  12. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

13. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  14. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

15. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  16. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

17. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  18. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

19. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  20. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

21. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  22. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

23. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   24. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

25. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   26. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

27. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  28. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

29. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  30. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

Extensions

31. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  32. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

33. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  34. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

35. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  36. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

37. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   38. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

39. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  40. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

LLesson 15   Student Worksheet

<<> 15. Fill in the blanks with as many prepositions as you can think of using all of the learning tricks listed above.



Prepositions show position!

A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing. 

Get ready to use all that you have learned about memorizing prepositions in this one lesson! 

Think of all of the categories of prepositions that you have learned so far!

1. Character and the clouds (position)
2. Those beginning with A
3. Those beginning with B
4. Those bbeginning with other vowels
5. OOpposite words (Antonyms)
6. SSynonyms
7. Prepositions mmade with other prepositions
8. Prepositions that sshow time and fit into the Preposition-Check Sentence:

Santa yelled _______________ dinner.
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Lesson 16: Reciting Prepositions in Alphabetical Order

                                                    Help Box for 16 and for reciting ABC Preps.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to):
1. aboard 2. about 3. above 4. across 5. across from
6. after 7. against 8. ahead 9. alongside 10. alongside of

11. along 12. amid 13. amidst 14. among 15. amongst
16. around 17. aside 18. astride 19. at 20. atop
21. before 22. behind 23. below 24. beneath 25. beside
26. beside of 27. between 28. betwixt (old English word) 29.beyond 30. by
31. in 32. inside 33. inside of 34. into 35. off
36. off of 37. on 38. on top of 39. opposite 40. out of
41. outside 42. outside of 43. over 44. past 45. 'round
46. through 47. throughout 48. to 49. toward 50. towards
51. under 52. underneath 53. unto 54. up 55. upon
56. within
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LLeesson 16     Student  Worksheet

<>1166. Fill in the blanks with as many prepositions as you can think of using all of the learning tricks listed.         

1. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.     2. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

3. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.     4. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

5. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.     6. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

7. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.     8. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

9. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   10. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

11. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   12. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

13. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   14. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

15. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   16. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

17. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   18. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

19. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   20. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

21. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   22. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

23. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.     24. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

25. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.     26. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

27. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   28. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

29. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   30. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

31. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   32. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

33. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   34. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

35. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   36. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

37. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.     38. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

39. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    40. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.
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42. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

44. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

46. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

48. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

50. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

 

41. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

43. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

45. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

47. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.  

49. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

  1. aabove the clouds     
  4. aaround the clouds     
  7. bbehind the clouds   

  2. aagainst the clouds  
  5. aatop the clouds  
  8. bby the clouds   

  11. iinside the clouds   
  14. ooff the clouds   

10. iin the clouds   
13. nnear the clouds  
16. oonto the clouds   17. ooutside the clouds   

  3. aalong the clouds 
  6. bbefore the clouds 
  9. ddown the clouds 
12. iinto the clouds 
15. oon the clouds 
18. ppast the clouds

19. ''round the clouds   20. tthrough the clouds

PPrepositional Phrase = Preposition & Object

Do you remember your PPP sentence?  Rudolph flew __________________ the clouds.

A preposition is a preposition when it has an object following it. In the PPP sentence, the castle is the object of the  
preposition.

The preposition and the object of the preposition together make up the prepositional phrase.

For example, these are all prepositional phrases:
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Prepositions As Easy As ABC?

One other way that students learn prepositions is to learn a lengthy list of them in aalphabetical order.

That is how the author of this book learned them nearly fifty years ago! In this way, students recite prepositions in 
alphabetical order in a sing-song voice.

As you have probably learned by now, people all learn differently! Reciting prepositions in ABC order is a good 
way for students who are auditory learners to learn. However, it is not the best way for learning to "use" 
prepositions because it does not help you understand the purpose of prepositions. (You also need to learn more 
than thirty basic prepositions!)

<> 166bb. Cover any preposition lists, and write 30+ prepositions below in ABC order.

1. _________________________________ 

3. _________________________________ 

5. _________________________________ 

7. _________________________________ 

9. _________________________________

2. _________________________________

4. _________________________________

6. _________________________________

8. _________________________________

11. _________________________________

13. ______________________________

15. ______________________________

17. ______________________________

19. ______________________________

21. ______________________________

23. ______________________________

25. ______________________________

27. ______________________________

29. ______________________________

10. _________________________________

12. _________________________________

14. ______________________________

16. ______________________________

18. ______________________________

20. ______________________________

22. ______________________________

24. ______________________________

26. ______________________________

28. ______________________________

30. ______________________________



31. ______________________________ 

33. ______________________________ 

35. ______________________________ 

37. ______________________________ 

39. ______________________________ 

32. ______________________________ 

34. ______________________________ 

36. ______________________________ 

38. ______________________________ 

40. ______________________________ 
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Prepositions show position!

A preposition shows position of one thing to another thing.

Get ready to use all that you have learned about memorizing prepositions in this one lesson!

Think of all of the categories of prepositions that you have learned.

1. Character and the clouds (position)
2. Those beginning with  A
3. Those beginning with  B
4. Those bbeginning with other vowels
5. OOpposite words (Antonyms)
6. SSynonyms
7. Prepositions mmade with other prepositions
8. Prepositions that sshow time and fit into the Preposition-Check Sentence:

Santa laughed____________________ dinner.

Lesson 17: Preposition Review All Categories58

Lesson 17: Preposition Review All Categories

               Help Box for 17*.

Some of the prepositions that you may have listed include (but are not limited to):

1. aboard 2. about 3. above 4. across
5. across from 6. after 7. against 8. ahead
9. alongside 10. alongside of 11. along 12. amid

13. amidst 14. among 15. amongst 16. around
17. aside 18. astride 19. at 20. atop
21. before 22. behind 23. below 24. beneath
25. beside 26. beside of 27. between 28. betwixt (old English word)
29. beyond 30. by 31. in 32. inside
33. inside 34. inside of 35. off 36. off of
37. on 38. on top of 39. opposite 40. out of
41. outside 42. outside of 43. over 44. past
45. 'round 46. through 47. throughout 48. to
49. toward 50. towards 51. under 52. underneath
53. unto 54. up 55. upon 56. within

*Use master prepositions list from the Appendix as needed.
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<> 177. Fill in the blanks with as many prepositions as you can think of using all of the learning tricks
listed above.

LLeesson 17 Student Worksheet

  

1. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.     2. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

3. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.     4. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

5. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.     6. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

7. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.     8. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

9. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   10. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

11. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   12. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

13. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   14. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

15. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   16. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

17. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   18. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

19. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   20. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

21. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   22. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

23. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.      24. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

25. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.     26. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

27. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   28. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

29. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   30. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

31. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   32. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

33. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   34. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

35. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.   36. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

37. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.     38. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

39. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.    40. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.
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41. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

43. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

45. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

47. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

49. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

51. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

53. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

55. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

57. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

59. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.

42. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

44. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

46. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

48. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

50. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

52. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

54. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

56. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

58. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds. 

60. Rudolph flew ______________________ the clouds.
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Appendix A: Colored and Black and White Pictures to Use for Student’s
Preposition Practice Pal (PPP)
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1. __________________ 2. ___________________

3. __________________ 4. ___________________

5. __________________ 6. ___________________                          

7. __________________ 8. ___________________                        

9. __________________ 10. __________________

11. _________________ 12. __________________

13. _________________ 14. __________________                      

15. _________________ 16. __________________                      

17. _________________ 18. __________________

19. _________________ 20. __________________

In: ___________________ ___________________

On: __________________ ___________________

With: _________________ ___________________

Through: _________________

in _____________ above _____________

inside ____________ over ____________

up ____________ on top of ____________

below _____________ on _____________

outside ___________ under ___________

down ____________ off ______________

underneath _____________

1. ______________ 2. _______________

3. ______________ 4. _______________

5. ______________ 6. _______________

7. ______________ 8. _______________

9. ______________ 10. ______________

11. _____________ 12. ______________

13. _____________ 14. ______________

15. _____________ 16. ______________

17. _____________ 18. ______________

Prepositions That Begin With A

Prepositions Using Clouds and Character  
(or tissue tube and toy or any PPP+)

Prepositions That Are Made With
Other Words

Prepositions That Are
Opposites (Antonyms)

Appendix   B: Think Fast Quiz Preposition Practice for Beginning and      
Intermediate Students With Categories

Prepositions That Are
Synonyms (Same)

1. above 1. ____________________

2. along 2. ____________________

3. aside 3. ____________________         

4. at 4. ____________________

5. atop 5. ____________________

6. beside 6. ____________________        

7. between 7. ____________________       

8. by 8. ____________________

9. in 9. ____________________

10. through 10. ___________________

_____________ 20. ______________

Appendix B: Think Fast Quiz Preposition Practice for Beginning and Intermediate Students With Categories
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1. ________________ . _________________

. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ________________ 8. _________________

9. ________________ 10. ________________

11. _______________ 12. ________________

13. _______________ 14. ________________

15. _______________ 16. ________________

17. _______________ 18. ________________

19. _______________ 20. ________________

21. _______________ 22. ________________

23. _______________ 24. ________________

25. _______________ 26. ________________

27. _______________ 28. ________________

29. _______________ 30. ________________

31. _______________ 32. ________________

33. _______________ 34. ________________

35. _______________ 36. ________________

37. _______________ 38. ________________

39. _______________ 40. ________________

41. _______________ 42. ________________

43. _______________ 44. ________________

45. _______________ 46. ________________

47. _______________ 48. ________________

49. _______________ 50. ________________

51. _______________ 52. ________________

53. _______________ 54. ________________

55. _______________ 56. ________________

57. _______________ 58. ________________

59. _______________ 60. ________________

61. _______________ 62. ________________

63. _______________ 64. ________________

65. _______________ 66. ________________

67. _______________ 68. ________________

69. _______________ 70. ________________

71. _______________ 72. ________________

Prepositions

Appendix C: Think Fast Quiz Preposition Practice for Beginning and
   Intermediate Students With Categories List
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TThink of all of the categories of prepositions that you have learned.

1. Character and the cloud (position)
2. Those beginning with A
3. Those beginning with B
4. Those bbeginning with other vowels
5. OOpposite words (Antonyms)
6. SSynonyms
7. Prepositions mmade with other prepositions
8. Prepositions that sshow time and fit into the Preposition-Check 

Sentence:   Santa laughed _______________ dinner.
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Appendix D: Preposition Category Cards
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1. _______________ 2. ________________

3. _______________ 4. ________________

5. _______________ 6. ________________

7. _______________ 8. ________________

9. _______________ 10. ________________

11. _______________ 12. ________________

13. _______________ 14. ________________

15. _______________ 16. ________________

17. _______________ 18. ________________

19. _______________ 20. ________________

21. _______________ 22. ________________

23. _______________ 24. ________________

25. _______________ 26. ________________

27. _______________ 28. ________________

29. _______________ 30. ________________

31. _______________ 32. ________________

33. _______________ 34. ________________

35. _______________ 36. ________________

37. _______________ 38. ________________

39. _______________ 40. ________________

41. _______________ 42. ________________

43. _______________ 44. ________________

45. _______________ 46. ________________

47. _______________ 48. ________________

49. _______________ 50. ________________

51. _______________ 52. ________________

53. _______________ 54. ________________

55. _______________ 56. ________________

57. _______________ 58. ________________

59. _______________ 60. ________________

61. _______________ 62. ________________

63. _______________ 64. ________________

65. _______________ 66. ________________

67. _______________ 68. ________________

69. _______________ 70. ________________

71. _______________ 72. ________________

73. _______________ 74. ________________

75. _______________ 76. ________________

77. _______________ 78. ________________

79. _______________ 80. ________________

81. _______________ 82. ________________

83. _______________ 84. ________________

Prepositions

Appendix E: Think Fast Quiz Preposition Practice for Advanced Students
Without Categories or Clues
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1. abaft

2. aboard

3. about

4. above

5. according to

6. across

7. across from

8. afore

9. after

10. against

11. agin

12. ahead

13. ahead of

14. all over

15. along

16. along with

17. alongside

18. alongside of

19. amid

20. amidst

21. among

22. amongst

23. anent

24. anti

25. apart from

26. around

27. as

28. as far as

29. as for

30. as from

31. as of

32. as per

33. as regards

34. as to

35. as well as

36. aside

37. aside from

38. aside of

39. aslant

40. astride

41. at

42. athwart

43. atop

44. atop of

45. away

46. away from

47. back of

48. bar

49. barring

50. because of

51. before

52. behind

53. behither

54. below

55. beneath

56. beside

57. beside of

58. besides

59. between

60. betwixt

61. beyond

62. but

63. but for

64. by

65. by dint of

66. by means of

67. by the time of

68. by way of

69. circa

70. close to

71. concerning

72. considering

73. contrary to

74. cum

75. depending on

76. despite

77. devoid of

78. down

79. due to

80. during

81. ere

82. except

83. except for

84. excepting

85. excluding

86. exclusive of

87. failing

88. far from

89. following

90. for

91. forward of

92. from

93. given

94. in

95. in accordance with

96. in addition to

97. inasmuch as

98. in back of

99. in between

100. in case of

101. in front of

102. in lieu of

103. in place of

104. in regard to

105. in regards to

106. in spite of

107. into

108. in view of

109. including

110. inside

111. inside of

112. instead of

113. into

114. irrespective of

115. less

116. like

117. mid

118. midst

119. minus

120. near

121. near to

122. nearer to

123. neath

124. next

125. next to

126. nigh

127. nigher

128. nighest

129. notwithstanding

130. o'er

131. of

132. off

133. off of

134. off the top of

135. on

136. on account of

137. on addition to

138. on behalf of

139. on board

140. on to

141. on top

142. on top of

143. onto

144. opposite

145. opposite of

146. opposite to

147. other than

148. out

149. out from

150. out of

151. outside

152. outside of

153. over

154. owing to

155. past

156. pending

157. per

158. plus

159. preparatory to

160. previous to

Prepositions in Alphabetical Order



161. prior to

162. pro

163. pursuant to

164. qua

165. re

166. regarding

167. regardless of

168. respecting

169. round

170. sans

171. save

172. save for

173. saving

174. similar to

175. since

176. subsequent to

177. than

178. thanks to

179. that of

180. then

181. though

182. thro'

183. through

184. throughout

185. thru

186. till

187. to

188. together with

189. touching

190. toward

191. towards

192. tween

193. twixt

194. under

195. underneath

196. unlike

197. until

198. unto

199. up

200. up to

201. up until

202. upon

203. upwards of

204. versus

205. via

206. vice

207. vis-à-vis

208. void of

209. wanting

210. with

211. with regard to

212. with regards to

213. with respect to

214. within

215. without

216. worth

Prepositions in Alphabetical Order (continued)

Prepositions That Fit Into “Space” Check Sentence:

Rudolph flew the clouds.

1. aboard

2. about

3. above

4. across

5. across from

6. afore

7. after

8. against

9. agin

10. ahead of

11. all over

12. along

13. along with

14. alongside

15. alongside of

16. amid

17. amidst

18. among

19. amongst

20. apart from

21. around

22. aside

23. aside from

24. aside of

25. astride

26. at

27. atop

28. atop of

29. away from

30. back of

31. because of

32. before

33. behind

34. below

35. beneath

36. beside

37. beside of

38. between

39. betwixt

40. beyond

41. by

42. by means of

43. by way of

44. close to

45. devoid of

46. down

47. due to

48. excluding

49. exclusive of

50. far from

51. following

52. for

53. from

54. in

55. in accordance with

56. in addition to

57. in back of

58. in between

59. in front of

60. in place of

61. in spite of

62. in to

63. in view of

64. inside

65. inside of

66. into

67. irrespective of

68. like

69. mid

70. midst

71. minus

72. near

73. near to

74. nearer to

75. neath

76. next to

77. nigh

78. notwithstanding

79. o’er

80. off

81. off of

82. off the top of

83. on

84. on account of

85. on behalf of

86. on board

87. on to

88. on top

89. on top of

90. onto

91. opposite

92. opposite of

93. opposite to

94. out from

95. out of

96. outside

97. outside of

98. over

99. past

100. regardless of
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101. round

102. save

103. save for

104. thro’

105. through

106. throughout

107. thru

108. to

109. together with

110. touching

111. toward

112. towards

113. tween

114. twixt

115. under

116. underneath

117. unto

118. up

119. up to

120. up until

121. upon

122. upwards of

123. via

124. with

125. with regard to

126. with regards to

127. with respect to

128. within

129. without

Prepositions That Fit Into “Space” Check Sentence: (continued)

Rudolph flew the clouds.

Prepositions That Fit Into “Time-Plus” Check Sentence:

Santa laughed dinner.

1. about

2. according to

3. afore

4. after

5. ahead of

6. along

7. along with

8. alongside

9. alongside of

10. as to

11. aside

12. aside from

13. aside of

14. at

15. because of

16. before

17. by the time of

18. close to

19. concerning

20. considering

21. despite

22. due to

23. during

24. far from

25. following

26. in

27. in between

28. in lieu of

29. in regard to

30. in regards to

31. in spite of

32. in view of

33. including

34. inside

35. inside of

36. irrespective of

37. mid

38. midst

39. near

40. near to

41. nearer to

42. o’er

43. on account of

44. on behalf of

45. out of

46. outside

47. outside of

48. over

49. past

50. previous to

51. prior to

52. pursuant to

53. regarding

54. regardless of

55. respecting

56. since

57. subsequent to

58. thro’

59. through

60. throughout

61. thru

62. till

63. together with

64. touching

65. toward

66. towards

67. tween

68. twixt

69. until

70. up to

71. up until

72. with

73. with regard to

74. with regards to

75. with respect to

76. within
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Prepositions That Begin With A

1. abaft

2. aboard

3. about

4. above

5. according to

6. across

7. across from

8. afore

9. after

10. against

11. agin

12. ahead

13. ahead of

14. all over

15. along

16. along with

17. alongside

18. alongside of

19. amid

20. amidst

21. among

22. amongst

23. anent

24. anti

25. apart from

26. around

27. as

28. as far as

29. as for

30. as from

31. as of

32. as per

33. as regards

34. as to

35. as well as

36. aside

37. aside from

38. aside of

39. aslant

40. astride

41. at

42. athwart

43. atop

44. atop of

45. away

46. away from

Prepositions That Begin With B

1. back of

2. bar

3. barring

4. because of

5. before

6. behind

7. behither

8. below

9. beneath

10. beside

11. beside of

12. besides

13. between

14. betwixt

15. beyond

16. but

17. but for

18. by

19. by dint of

20. by means of

21. by the time of

22. by way of
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Prepositions That Begin With A & B

1. abaft

2. aboard

3. about

4. above

5. according to

6. across

7. across from

8. afore

9. after

10. against

11. agin

12. ahead

13. ahead of

14. all over

15. along

16. along with

17. alongside

18. alongside of

19. amid

20. amidst

21. among

22. amongst

23. anent

24. anti

25. apart from

26. around

27. as

28. as far as

29. as for

30. as from

31. as of

32. as per

33. as regards

34. as to

35. as well as

36. aside

37. aside from

38. aside of

39. aslant

40. astride

41. at

42. athwart

43. atop

44. atop of

45. away

46. away from

47. back of

48. bar

49. barring

50. because of

51. before

52. behind

53. behither

54. below

55. beneath

56. beside

57. beside of

58. besides

59. between

60. betwixt

61. beyond

62. but

63. but for

64. by

65. by dint of

66. by means of

67. by the time of

68. by way of

Prepositions That Begin With I, O, & U

1. in

2. in accordance

3. with

4. in addition to

5. in as much as

6. in back of

7. in between

8. in case of

9. in front of

10. in lieu of

11. in place of

12. in regard to

13. in regards to

14. in spite of

15. in to

16. in view of

17. including

18. inside

19. inside of

20. instead of

21. into

22. irrespective of

23. o'er

24. of

25. off

26. off of

27. off the top of

28. on

29. on account of

30. on addition to

31. on behalf of

32. on board

33. on to

34. on top

35. on top of

36. onto

37. opposite

38. opposite of

39. opposite to

40. other than

41. out

42. out from

43. out of

44. outside

45. outside of

46. over

47. owing to

48. under

49. underneath

50. unlike

51. until

52. unto

53. up

54. up to

55. up until

56. upon

57. upwards of
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A, B, E, I, O, & U Prepositions

1. abaft

2. aboard

3. about

4. above

5. according to

6. across

7. across from

8. afore

9. after

10. against

11. agin

12. ahead

13. ahead of

14. all over

15. along

16. along with

17. alongside

18. alongside of

19. amid

20. amidst

21. among

22. anent

23. anti

24. apart from

25. around

26. as

27. as far as

28. as for

29. as from

30. as of

31. as per

32. as regards

33. as to

34. as well as

35. aside

36. aside from

37. aside of

38. aslant

39. astride

40. at

41. athwart

42. atop

43. atop of

44. away

45. away from

46. back of

47. bar

48. barring

49. because of

50. before

51. behind

52. behither

53. below

54. beneath

55. beside

56. beside of

57. besides

58. between

59. betwixt

60. beyond

61. but

62. but for

63. by

64. by dint of

65. by means of

66. by the time of

67. by way of

68. ere

69. except

70. except for

71. excepting

72. excluding

73. exclusive of

74. in

75. in accordance with

76. in addition to

77. in as much as

78. in back of

79. in between

80. in case of

81. in front of

82. in lieu of

83. in place of

84. in regard to

85. in regards to

86. in spite of

87. in to

88. in view of

89. including

90. inside

91. inside of

92. instead of

93. into

94. irrespective of

95. o'er

96. of

97. off

98. off of

99. off the top of

100. on

101. on account of

102. on addition to

103. on behalf of

104. on board

105. on to

106. on top

107. on top of

108. onto

109. opposite

110. opposite of

111. opposite to

112. other than

113. out

114. out from

115. out of

116. outside

117. outside of

118. over

119. owing to

120. under

121. underneath

122. unlike

123. until

124. unto

125. up

126. up to

127. up until

128. upon

129. upwards of
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Two Words or More Prepositions/Prepositions

Made of Other Prepositions

1. according to

2. across from

3. ahead of

4. along with

5. alongside

6. alongside of

7. amidst

8. amongst

9. apart from

10. as far as

11. as for

12. as from

13. as of

14. as per

15. as regards

16. as to

17. as well as

18. aside from

19. aside of

20. atop of

21. away from

22. back of

23. barring

24. because of

25. beside of

26. besides

27. but for

28. by dint of

29. by means of

30. by the time of

31. by way of

32. close to

33. contrary to

34. depending on

35. devoid of

36. due to

37. except for

38. excepting

39. exclusive of

40. far from

41. forward of

42. in accordance

43. in accordance with

44. in addition to

45. in as much as

46. in back of

47. in between

48. in case of

49. including

50. in front of

51. in lieu of

52. in place of

53. in regard to

54. in regards to

55. in spite of

56. in to

57. in view of

58. inside

59. inside of

60. instead of

61. into

62. irrespective of

63. midst

64. near to

65. nearer to

66. next to

67. nigher

68. nighest

69. off of

70. off the top of

71. on account of

72. on addition to

73. on behalf of

74. on board

75. on to

76. on top

77. on top of

78. opposite of

79. opposite to

80. other than

81. out from

82. out of

83. outside

84. outside of

85. owing to

86. preparatory to

87. previous to

88. prior to

89. pursuant to

90. regardless of

91. save for

92. similar to

93. subsequent to

94. thanks to

95. that of

96. throughout

97. together with

98. toward

99. towards

100. underneath

101. upon

102. up to

103. up until

104. upwards of

105. with regard to

106. with regards to

107. with respect to

108. within

109. without

Prepositions That Are Also Subordinators

1. after

2. as

3. before

4. by

5. during

6. for

7. in as much as

8. than

9. though

10. throughout

11. toward

12. until
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Prepositions and Their Synonyms

aboard

in

into

on

on board

onto

upon

within

about

all over

around

as regards

as to

circa

in regard to

round

through

throughout

above

atop

atop of

beyond

o'er

on

on to

on top

on top of

onto

over

up

up to

upon

upwards of

across

athwart

beyond

opposite to

over

after

by the time of

following

next

on addition to

against

across

agin

anti

athwart

contrary to

in spite of

opposite to

along

along with

alongside

alongside of

amid

amidst

among

amongst

aside

aside from

aside of

besides

during

near

next

next to

nigh

nigher

nighest

on

through

with

with regard to

with regards to

with respect to

amid

amidst

among

amongst

between

during

in

mid

midst

over

throughout

among

amid

between

in

in between

into

midst

with

around

about

all over

circa

close to

near

nearby

nigh

round

as

as far as

as for

as from

as of

as per

as regards

as to

as well as

during

pending

regarding

respecting

with

aside

along

along with

alongside

alongside of

amid

amidst

among

amongst

apart from

around

aside from

aside of

at

away

away from

barring

beside

beside of

besides

despite

except

excluding

near

near to

nearer to

nigh

past
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at

about

against

all over

amid

amidst

among

amongst

by

close to

near

near to

nearer to

next to

nigh

on

through

together with

with

with regard to

with regards to

with respect to

atop

above

all over

atop of

nigh

nigher

nighest

o'er

on

on board

on to

onto

on top

on top of

over

up

up to

upon

upwards of

before

afore

ahead

ahead of

beyond

in front of

preparatory to

previous to

prior to

since

subsequent to

behind

after

afterwards

following

in back of

next

below

beneath

down

under

underneath

beneath

below

down

under

underneath

beside

along

along with

alongside

alongside of

amid

amidst

among

amongst

around

beside of

besides

by

mid

midst

near

near to

nearer to

next to

nigh

between

amid

amidst

among

amongst

betwixt

in between

inside

mid

midst

tween

beyond

above

after

as far as

away

away from

outside

past

by

alongside

around

at

beside

by dint of

by means of

by the time of

by way of

close to

concerning

depending on

due to

near

nearby

near to

next

next to

nigh

through

via

with

with regard to

with regards to

with respect to

down

beneath

below

under

underneath

except

bar

barring

besides

contrary to

devoid of

except for

excepting

excluding

exclusive of

notwithstanding

regardless of

without

for

because of

pro

towards

with regards to

Prepositions and Their Synonyms (continued)
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from

against

in

amid

amidst

among

amongst

between

betwixt

in accordance with

in addition to

in as much as

in back of

in between

in case of

in front of

in lieu of

in place of

in regard to

in regards to

in spite of

in to

in view of

including

inside

inside of

into

tween

including

considering

depending on

on behalf of

regarding

respecting

inside

amid

amidst

among

amongst

inside

inside of

into

into

in

inside

in to

toward

unto

within

next

after

ahead

ahead of

alongside

alongside of

following

off

anti

away

away from

minus

off of

off the top of

without

on

aboard

atop

on account of

on addition to

on behalf of

on board

on to

on top

on top of

onto

than

contrary to

preparatory to

subsequent to

through

amid

amidst

between

betwixt

during

in between

in lieu of

in to

inside

into

mid

midst

thro'

throughout

thru

tween

twixt

to

before

in front of

into

on

over

through

towards

upon

via

toward

at

to

under

beneath

down

below

underneath

up

above

atop

atop of

within

amid

amidst

among

amongst

inside

inside of

into

without

away

away from

out

out from

out of

outside

outside of

Prepositions and Their Synonyms (continued)
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Prepositions and Their Antonyms

above

below

beneath

down

under

underneath

after

behind

following

in back of

preparatory to

previous to

prior to

subsequent to

against

because of

pro

with regards to

at

apart from

away

away from

beyond

from

past

atop

below

beneath

down

under

underneath

beneath

before

after

behind

following

in back of

next

behind

afore

ahead

ahead of

before

in front of

below

above

atop

atop of

nigh

nigher

nighest

o'er

on

on board

on to

on top

on top of

onto

over

up

up to

upon

upwards of

beneath

above

atop

atop of

o'er

on

on board

on to

on top

on top of

onto

over

upon

upwards of

beyond

about

against

all over

amid

amidst

among

amongst

close to

near

near to

nearer to

next to

nigh

on

together with

with

with regard to

with regards to

with respect to

by

apart from

away

away from

far from

from

down

above

atop

atop of

up

up to

upwards of

except

concerning

considering

depending on

including

on behalf of

regarding

respecting

for

against

agin

anti

athwart

contrary to

in spite of

opposite

opposite of

opposite to

in

away

from

out

including

bar

barring

contrary to

devoid of

except

except for

excepting

excluding

exclusive of

notwithstanding

regardless of

without

inside

away

away from

out

out from

out of

outside

outside of

without
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next

ahead

ahead of

before

behind

following

in back of

preparatory to

previous to

prior to

subsequent to

off

aboard

atop

atop of

on

on account of

on addition to

on behalf of

on board

on to

on top

on top of

onto

touching

on

anti

away

away from

minus

off

off of

off the top of

without

toward

against

away

away from

beyond

opposite

under

above

ahead

atop

atop of

nigh

nigher

nighest

o'er

on

on board

on to

on top

on top of

onto

over

up

up to

upon

upwards of

up

beneath

below

down

under

underneath

within

away

away from

instead of

out

out from

out of

outside

outside of

without

without

amid

amidst

among

amongst

inside

inside of

into

within

Prepositions and Their Antonyms (continued)
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